given time, 1, is independent of the ejection sites. momenta , and times of the other N -1 sputtered atoms. Assuming that sputtering of the N atoms is described by a phase space density
3 pdt, the probability that any 1 of the N sputtered atoms leaves the target from within a small phase space volume 11y == ti\· ti The recombination assumption posits that if k atoms are sputtered from within a small enough region 11/', then the interatomic potential will bind them together into a k-cluster. Simple combinatorics imply that the probability that k of N atoms are sputtered from 11'; about -; is
where dYk(N)/di• is the phase space density of re· combined k-clusters with phase per atom ·; = (x.p.1 ). Eq. (4) of R ef.
[l] identifies the normalization of this phase space density to be per cluster a nd is incorrect. Potential (and actual) con· fusion about the normalization of dYk(N)/dy is settled by noting that the sum rule, ma/ p. where mis the mass of an atom in the cluster. p its momentum. and .: a free parameter of order 1 introduced by the crudeness of this approximation. The same assumptions about the separability of dN / d ;· and the separated densities as in Ref.
[l] are made. Namely: the spatial volume from which individual atoms are sputtered is Q: their momenta are described by a modified Sigmund-Thompson distribution [2] : and their rate of sputtering slows exponentially after the initial impact. Corrected expressions for the distribution and absolute expectation of k-clusters from an event of size · "' are:
Here € is the kinetic energy per atom of the k-cluster. related to the cluster kinetic energy by E = kf..
is a dimensionless constant set by the ratio of recombination to total-sputtering phase space volumes. and the assumption ( 1 -(~·,'fN) (dN j d·,-))v • ' .:::' . 1 has been made. In Ref. [I ] the distribution of event sizes was observed to decay exponentially with size: P(N) ' . ' . : : : : ' . e-fl.' ( 1 -e-fi) with f3::::: 0.22. Hence, during a sputtering event of indeterminate size. the expected distributions and absolute yields of k-clusters are:
dY;
Note that the functional forms of the differential spectra are the same as those predicted by other recombination models [3] but prediction of the normalizations requires knowledge of the distribution of event sizes and the effectiveness of the interatomic potential when recombining the sputtered atoms into clusters.
In Ref.
[!]. simulations of 3 keY Ar--In-Ga (liquid) sputtering events were simulated and the emission statistics collected. The exponents n and q. and the 'binding energy' U are determined by fitting the monomer spectra to the generalized Sigmund-Thompson form. :x is determined by these parameters and the interatomic potential. and /3 is determined by the distribution of event sizes (see Ref.
[!]). The only free parameter in the model is.:. which has been adjusted to match the relative yields of dimers and monomers to that observed during the simulations. In Fig. I . Y~ observed d uring the simulations and predicted by the uncorrelated recombination model are compared: this figure replaces Fig. 8 of Ref. [I] . The recombination predictions are seen to fit the observed relative yields of k-clusters and to follow a power law decay for clusters of size k :::::: 6 and smaller: in Ref. [I] the yield was thought to decay must faster. In Fig. 2 the differential spectra for monomers dimers and trimers observed during the simulation and predicted by the uncorrelated recombination model are compared: this figure replaces Fig. 9 of Ref. (I] .
The correction of our expression for the phase space density of recombined k-clusters and the subsequent development of predicted yields and spectra is significant because it suggests that the yield of small k-clusters from uncorrelated recombination processes is greater than our previous (incorrect) results indicated. Before, even for the small cluster size k = 4. one could discern a divergence of the moders predictions of the absolute yield from that which we fo und. With the corrected model. we find that we can fit adeq uately the absolute yield of small k-clusters without re- 'ote that uncorrelated recombination is as robust as the power law fork < 6. quiri ng a significant contribution from correlated processes. Indeed . if one assumes that a power law decay of Yi with k is val id. then the uncorrelated recombination model seems adequate up until k = 6 (see F ig. l ). T he predicted energy spectra of the k-clusters a re still unsatisfactory. Uncorrelated recombination does not predict enough high energy k-clusters, and overestimates the number of low energy k-clusters (see Fig. 2 ).
